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When I was a confused teenager, my self-esteem hovered somewhere far below sea level, acne was a constant threat, and I really didn't see the point in school, or my family, or, sometimes, my whole existence. Everyone has the worst time of their life - mine was between 16 and 19. During this time I developed a habit of reading and writing poetry. This outlet kept me sane and helped control my longing.
(Ok, maybe sometimes it's fueled by fear a little bit, too.) Since then I've returned to poems at low points as some people turn to an album or trusted friend. If you think poetry is boring because your idea of it is colored by what you read in school, believe me when I say that contemporary poetry is fresh, relevant and wise. Forget rhyming silliness or super-esoteric epics that require background reading.
Poets today write on the hip, accessible folk language. In honor of National Poetry Month, here are 12 poetry collections that every woman should read. 1. Balloon Pop Outlaw Black, Patricia Lockwood If You Haven't Read Rape Joke, Patricia Lockwood's excruciating dismantling of rape culture, do so immediately. The rape joke is that you were nineteen years old, writes Lockwood. The rape joke is that he
was your boyfriend. Can you feel it? The lines run on multiple levels - your first impulse is to prepare for the joke, your second pulse is terrifying. This is what poetry can do. If you start reading Balloon Pop Outlaw Black now, you'll finish just in time to pre-order Lockwood's next collection, Homeland Homelandsexuals. 2. Jump Deer, Sharon Olds Is the one to read after the breakup so devastating you
wonder if you will survive. Sharon Olds, who I once heard, read a poem called The Pope's Penis on stage in front of hundreds of stuffy scholars, loved by her willingness to share everything with her readers. In this book, she writes about the dissolution of a 30-year marriage - the strange contradictions of sex on the brink of separation, the loss of her identity, and her own stunning capacity for forgiveness.
She can also be damn funny and irreverent, as evidenced by this video of her reading a poem called Oda Tampon. 3. Life on Mars, Tracy K. Smith Tracy K. Smith won the Pulitzer Prize for Life on Mars, her third collection. The book presents such challenges to come to terms with the loss of his father, an engineer who worked on the Hubble Space Telescope. It's also a thoughtful meditation on celebrity
and pop culture. In Don't You Wonder, Sometimes, Smith ponders David Bowie's celebrity, using the star as a metaphor for talking fame and what's going through: But I bet it burns brightly, /dragging a trail of hot white matter/as some of us track the fabric/back out of the toilet cubicle. 4. Stop Wanting, Lizzie Harris Tracy K. Smith Judged which led to the publication of Lizzie Harris's first collection, and it's
easy to see why she found the work so compelling. Harris writes about injury, injury, growing up, about the family. Her poems combat domestic violence and its aftermath, and offer no simple answers on how to deal with family betrayal. The most surprising thing about this work is, as, poem after poem, Harris puts together pieces of her own disorder - many poems depend on resurfaced memories. What
she writes with such beauty, grace and forgiveness makes this book an inspiration. 5. Geography III, Elizabeth Bishop Poetry forces us to discover hidden pockets in our everyday moments, places where real meaning and big questions lurk. It's no coincidence that we read poems at funerals, at weddings, at baptisms - poetry for big things, even when it seems to be about very, very little. Elizabeth Bishop
is a master of small - her poems depend on lost keys and stripes of color on a fish scale, on the way the species changes depending on the time of day. But in each of these details, Bishop confronts what it means to be alive. My favorite poem of all time is In the Waiting Room, a long first-person account of a bishop as a child struggling with his own existence. 6. What live to do, Marie Howe Marie Howe
turns bright vignettes from girlhood into high art, reminding us of the glory of being a raw knee'd kid, goofing off in a suburban basement. The poem Practice begins with the line: I want to write a love poem for girls who were kissed in the seventh grade. The book is full of such love poems - as a child, to the brother she lost, and to the pain of growing up and away. What Lives, Howe knows, is to live. 7.
Housekeeping in a Dream, Laura Kasischke Laura Kasischke, who also writes thrillers like The Fabulous Mind of Winter, knows girls. In this collection you will return to all your teenage nightmares, but in the hands of Kasishka they become a revelation. In one poem, the narrator speaks candidly about fucking the entire football team. These poems your best friend from high school would write if she could
translate her inner world into the language. I'm wrong / or every teenage girl was/at the same carnival in the rain, at 19/78, with four wild friends and a fifth of the peach/schnapps in her purse... 8. Compleat Cleaning, Tricia Low Tricia Lowe, born in 1988, created the first text that successfully fights with cybersex and women aged in the age of internet porn. Compleat Purge's hallmark is a series of suicide
notes created by the narrator, an alter ego she created named Tricia Lowe, at various moments of her maidenhood. Reading it feels almost voyeuristic - how you managed to get your hands on a diary of a depressed teenager who is also an undiscovered feminist genius. From her biography of the author: Tricia Lowe wears a shock collar because she has too many feelings. The girl gets you. 9. Lofoten,
Rebecca Dinerstein Lofoten, debut collection by Rebecca Dinerstein, named after the Norwegian archipelago famous fishing and sunsets like this. Dinerstein writes exquisitely exquisitely fall in love with the landscape and find yourself far, far away from home. This book is the perfect accompaniment for summer abroad or mountaineering throughout Europe. 10. Trees Trees, Heather Krystle Is Ever One of
Those Days When the World Seems Full of Strange Details? Maybe the sky seems extra sinister, or your friend keeps talking, and all you may notice is one stray hair stuck in the restaurant booth behind her. This book is for brainwashed readers with an off-kilter sense of humour - for those who have ever felt like a world in which she lives a little different from everyone else. Sometimes Krystle writes like a
courageous child, sometimes her wisdom will stun you. 11. Ariel, Sylvia Plath If you think Sylvia Plath is for plush teenage girls, you're right - but you're also completely absent from the enduring brilliance of poems collected in Ariel that are more than cries of pain and meditation on despair. Every woman should read this book at least twice - first emotionally when she's 16, and again when she's clearer
through the eyes of 35. Plath's metaphors elevate her poetry into an almost visual art form. Love has set you up like a greasy gold watch,' she writes in a morning song, a poem about her first child. Plath, known for her suicide and poems such as the Pope (in which she compares her father to Hitler), gave women the opportunity to own their darkness and their fury. 12. Bluets, Maggie Nelson Bluets is a
series of short meditations on blue. From each of these studies emerges the devastating details of the love affair that destroyed Nelson's world. I want you to know if you ever read this, there was a time when I would rather have you near my side than any of these words; I'd rather have you on my side than all the blue in the world. Bluets always refers to Nelson's broken heart and is a wonderful recognition
of how suffering is both universal and specific. RELATED: 10 women's books you should read this spring are 10 books you should read if you question your sexuality of 12 books that completely get female friendships follow Julie on Twitter. Photo credit: Getty Images This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be
able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Photo: Shutterstock Poems We Read Over and Again as a Child may stay with us for the rest of your life. April is National Poetry Month, making it a good time to introduce his children to the wonders of poetry. But the fact that many of us are sheltering on the spot at the moment, and children have already read their personal libraries
five times, makes this April a particularly good time. It can be hard to find the right collection, however. Which poems are most appropriate Children? What do they like the most? How can I get my hands on them right now? A good place to start: If you liked a poem when when were young, sharing a book with your child will make the experience special. Here are some of my favorite verse picks for kids, with
some help from the offspring Facebook group. Where does the pavement end with Shel SilversteinHave have you heard of tiny Melinda Mae, who ate a monstrous whale? She thought maybe she said she would, so she started right in the tail. G/O Media can get commissionMario Kart Live: Home CircuitDo do you admit opening lines to Melinda May? It remains one of the only poems that I fully remember,
and it's from the universally loved Sidewalk Ends.Silverstein poems are a ridiculously fun mix of unexpected situations (like the aforementioned whale-eater), rhyme and rhythm. In addition, his collection is littered with silly drawing lines for tots who may prefer the art of poetry. But beware of this compilation: One parent in our group warns that there may be some silverstein flaws. I read the unicorn one my
unicorn is obsessed with a five-year-old, and (Silverstein) says unicorns aren't real, says Carrie. She was crushed, but then she thought it wasn't true. Now we're six AA. MilneYou can better recognize Milne as the man behind Winnie the Pooh, and now we six brings that reverence to youth poetry (including a few about Christopher Robin and his silly PR). A member of Toby's group said her copy of the
book spans generations. My mom read it to me and I pulled out an ancient copy that was hers when she was young (she's in her 80s) on a whim and read a few of my three-and-a-half-year-old, says Toby. HE LOVES IT. There is something about Milne in writing that kids really seem to connect and relate to. One of her favorites is called Binker, about an imaginary friend: Binker is not greedy, but he likes
things to eat, so I have to tell people when they give me sweet oh, Binker wants chocolate, so could you give me two? And then I eat it for him because his teeth are pretty new. Now we six was first published in 1927, and Toby points out that some of the poems are a little outdated. She skips these or even uses them as a conversation-starter. For example, in Old Sailor, Milne writes about an old sailor my
grandfather knew, which is so much he wanted to do that he never started anything: Then, because of the weather, he wanted a hut with a door (to come in), which opened and closed (With a jerk that was useful if the snakes were o),And a very strong castle to keep the savages out. Savages are not the focal point in the poem, but, Toby says, the reference struck her. With Milne, however, the good far
outweighs the bad. His poems are really inspiring and silly and so easy for kids to relate to, she says. Some are completely thoughtless, in a good way, and some are really empathetic children's experiences in general. You might think that the best book to read is your Baby is the one they will love. One that, which, You... Read moreAnything Dennis LeeGroup member Jen loves the poet Dennis Lee,
especially his book Garbage Delight and Alligator Pie. She read them growing up in the 1970s and 80s, and she read Goodnight, Good Night for her daughter daily: Darkness Dreams. The day is over. Good night, good night to everyoneJen calls Lee's book silly and fun to read with beautiful, colorful illustrations. Read-Aloud Rhymes for the Very Young, edited by Jack PrelutskyRachel calls Read-Aloud
Rhymes for a very young compilation of her beloved almost three-year-old child. He likes rhymes a lot and seems to like that they are short and easy to remember, she says. He has a few he will repeat often. Rachel loves illustrations and that poetry makes her think differently about different aspects of childhood. I can be a tiger, Mildred Lee Anderson, lists everything a child can't do without permission: I
can't walk when they say no and I can't ride whatever they go. I can't splash puddles in my shiny new shoes, but I can be a tiger when I choose. It's a good reminder to me about how many rules there are for kids in this life, and how hard that sometimes has to feel, says Rachel. Poetry Langston HughesThe best known as an adult writer, a member of the Group Clovis names Hughes's work for children as
some of her favorites. Poetry for Young People, edited by David Roessel and Arnold Rampersand, for example, has 26 poems perfect for children from 8 years old to high school. The book offers more than poetry: Each poem has a brief introduction, providing a backstory or explanation of terms that may be unfamiliar. At the beginning, when Sue wears red, for example, we learn that Hughes wrote this
poem for a girl he knew in high school. When Suzanne Jones wears the redA queen of some time-dated Egyptian nightWalks once again. Blow the pipe, Jesus! Filling our children's bookshelves with a variety of characters, storylines and family structures... Read moreOnline Resources With states across the country closing their public libraries to stop the spread of COVID-19, getting their hands on poetry
collections may not be so easy at the moment. Fortunately, there are many online resources that can help. Borrow digitalmans public libraries have digital borrowing options. My local library, the Allen County Public Library in Indiana, for example, offers a wide range of download apps so patrons can access books digitally, including Hoopla (which allows cardholders to stream up to 10 items per month),
OverDrive (which allows cardholders to take e-books and audiobooks) and TumbleBookCloud Junior (specifically for children). Your local library may have similar options. YouTubeYouTube has many poetry options, from highly skilled performances to simple rants. The poet Valerie Bloom, for example, is known for her performances like this one from Kisko Pop. She even gives some background to poetry,
for example, explaining that Kisko Pop (they are Jamaican poposses). Eskimo). energetic and cheerful, natural in entertaining children. You can also find Dennis Lee's work in a video form tuned to soft music, which is the perfect reading background for your kids. New Effect appGroup member Matt says his family uses the Novel Effect app, which provides music, sound effects and voice characters that he
reads aloud. Hundreds of picture books are available in the app, and the website says it adds more regularly. Current titles include poems from where the sidewalk ends and Janet Wong and Lewis Carroll.Poets.orgPoets.org, run by the American Academy of Poets, which is the group behind National Poetry Month, provides access to thousands of poems, and the website is extremely easy to use. It even
provides lists of poems that are suitable for young people as a choice for Women's History Month, which includes Ada Liman as a triumph as a girl: I'm as lady horses best as they make it all look easy, like running 40 miles per hour, as fun as a nap, or grass. The Poems for Children page categorizes their poetry into groups such as animals, sports, myths and fairy tales. National Poetry Month is positioning
itself as the world's largest literary holiday, and since you can't leave your home, you might as well join the celebration. Meet the smartest parents on Earth! Join our parent Facebook group. Group.
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